JOELLE RABU IN CONCERT
TECH RIDER (duo)
Joelle Rabu and Nico Rhodes

Instrumentation
Main vocal (Joelle), Pianist/woodwinds/vocals (Nico). Joelle may do some tunes at the
piano.
Microphones (each with sufficient cable)
2-SM 58 (1 at piano)
1- SM 57 (instrument mic- woodwinds)
2-Boom stands (1 at piano / 1 stage left)
1-Straight stand (centre)
Mixer
6 or more channel mixing console with equalization and reverb.
Amplification
Maximum efficiency for and compatibility with house and monitor speaker systems
Monitor Speaker: 1 small floor monitor for piano player
Outboard Equipment
EQ
Reverb unit
PIANO
If a tuned grand piano is not available the venue will provide a digital electric piano
(ROLAND GX or SX or KORG SV1 or comparable Yamaha models) which must have:
full 88 weighted keys, 2 pedals, a sturdy adjustable piano stand, music stand,
connection cable and appropriate bench.
AC: 1 Power bar & AC onstage access
Lighting
A general warm wash covering the stage and the three main areas, which can each,
have their own isolation as well: Stage Right (@ piano), Stage Left (isolation spot for
vocal), Centre Stage (tight).
Venue Technician
Venue will provide and pay for a sound mixer-operator for the show. Venue will provide
and pay for a qualified technician to aid in the set up, strike and running of the show.
This technician will have knowledge of the venue’s electrical system, equipment, will be
available to focus the lights on stage during the set up and will run the lighting
board during the show (artist will provide a set list and general lighting cues for
ambience).

Tech Time
The performers require 1 hour for basic set up and proper sound check on stage on day
of performance
Hospitality: Coffee, tea, water and a vegetarian sandwich tray or fruit and veg tray
would be greatly appreciated during the set up time. No allergies. Tall water glasses for
stage as opposed to bottle if possible.
HOTEL:
•
•

2 single rooms OR 1 double with 2 beds
Map and info of theatre and area, local restaurants

MEDIA:
Radio or print interviews (English or French) can be done in advance by phone. Please
allow appropriate time to book interview(s) with performers.
Venue or Presenter will provide the performers with associated promotion and links for
use on performers social media sites.
Performers request 4 complimentary tickets for said show. Guest names will be
confirmed on the afternoon of the performance.

For details please contact: Joëlle Rabu at 778.268.3595 c. rabujoelle@gmail.com

